
Tulum - Xel-Há All Inclusive Tour

The Tulum - Xel-Ha tour offers a unique trip, especially designed for you to get to know the 
mysticism of the Mayan culture up close, without moving away from the beach. In Tulum visit 
the only Mayan remains built facing the sea, with a guided tour through its magnificent build-
ings, framed by the unparalleled landscape of the Caribbean Sea. Cool off, go snorkeling, and 
enjoy different aquatic activities in Xel-Ha, or simply choose to relax in a hammock to admire 
the landscape in this marvelous natural park. To end the day, eat and drink whatever you like in 
our restaurants, that offer you a sampling of the marvelous Mexican cuisine.

Includes: Round trip transportation; entry ticket and 2-hour guided tour of the Tulum archaeological site, specialized 
bilingual guide; entry ticket to the Xel-Ha Park, as of 12:00 hours; buffet lunch, unlimited beverages and national open 
bar; aquatic activities and walks through gardens and trails; use of snorkel equipment with complimentary snorkel 
breathing tube; rest areas, hammocks and pool lounge chairs; lockers, changing rooms, restrooms, showers and towel.

Doesn’t include: Lunch at the archaeological site, optional activities, and photographs.

Recommended: Comfortable casual clothes, biodegradable sunscreen, swimsuit, a change of clothes, camera and 
cash or card to buy souvenirs, for an optional activity or to buy the tour photographs.

Observations: Tulum Xel-Ha tour departures are Monday to Friday from 7:00 to 9:00 hours. Pick-up depends on the 
location of the hotel and entry into Xel-Ha starts at 12:00 hours. 12 hours approximately with transportation.

Code ITXAIC

Your rep will indicate the meeting point and time when exchanging voucher.

Tulum: Federal Highway Chetumal - Cancun km 230. Xel-Ha: Highway Chetumal - Puerto Juarez km 282.
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